Introduction
Jacobsthal's problem is to estimate for a given r the maximal length C(r) of a sequence of consecutive integers ee3h divisible by one of r arbitrarily chosen primes (for references and history of the problem see [l] ).
The function C(r) can be considered by the sieve method. If A stands for a sequence of X consecutive integers and Q is the product of r primes q-p^.^j, then the sifting function S(«A,Q) = ) 1 a e A (a,Q)=1 counts these elements of A which are coprime to Q. Thus the problem is how large X and r must be in order to have SW,Q) > 0.
It is well known due to Jurkat and Richert [4] that the sieving limit of the linear sieve (being occured here) equals 2, eo it easily follows C(r) < c(t)r
2+£
for all e > 0. Of course by the sieve method the exponent 2 cannot be reduced, however some small improvements are still possible if the error term in the sieve problem is allowed. r . The aim of this paper is to prove (1) for C(r). Modifying the arguments used in [3] we shall show that slightly more is true.
Theorem.
There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that for arbitrarily chosen primes q1,...qp, r > 1 each interval of the length 2 contains at least r integer numbers coprime to q-j...qr. Corollary.
We have C(r) r 2 log 2 r.
The shifted sieve
The idea of the shifted sieve was inspired by the work of Halberstam and Richert [2] .
Let i be a finite sequence of integers, Q a positive square-free number and SW,Q) = )
1.
a e A Let there be given another square-free number P and a multiplicative function g(n)
1 for all n | P. Suppose that Q and P have the same number of divisors and let 1 be one-one multiplicative correspondence between them. Finally suppose that for all n I P, d I Q, n = 1(d) we have
We are now in position to formulate Lemma 1 , If the sequence {^-n}n)p of real numbers satisfies one of the following conditions Proof. We need only lower bound for the sifting function, so we shall show here only (4). We have
8W.Q )>YZ\
h [6) &eA Idla, dlQ where s = log y/log z and j= 0,577... is the Buler constant. The proof is very complicated and utilizes some differential equations with shifted arguments. These results seem to be best possible. Note that in the Selberg upper bound me-6 H.Iwaniec thod the remainder term can also be estimated by the value of order y/log y (see [5] ). Now we have everything to prove the theorem. For arbitrarily given primes q^ < . ,.<q , r > 1 let us put 
